
Host Jules says:
Avalon Station Summary - 10311.09  "Looks who’s coming to dinner."

Host Jules says:
The Avalon crew has just gotten off of shore leave and are about to meet their new sector commander.  A reception is to be held.  It is now 1030 hours.

Host Jules says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

PO_Eltrut says:
::washing the deck in the Reception hall::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::in Sickbay::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::in Engineering, trying to keep her eyes open::

PO_Eltrut says:
::whistling a tune::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::in quarters, getting dressed::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::at the docking ring waiting for the Adm, hands folded and frowning::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::drops the schedule for today on her desk and walks over to Dr. Grey::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::taking a quick walk around the station::

PO_Eltrut says:
::gets out his new wax machine::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::slings his rifle over his back::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
Alex Grey: Unfortunately, I have to attend a reception today for the new sector commander, so I'm leaving you in charge of Sickbay.  My schedule is on my desk, if you would take care of that, I would appreciate it.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::entering the Reception hall to check on the status of things and slipping on the wet floor:::     Aaaaagh

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::glowering in pain and taking inventory of body parts::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::looks at self in mirror, pick out a piece of pickled herring out of his teeth::

PO_Eltrut says:
::looks down at the Captain:: CO: No hurling on the deck Captain dude... I just waxed it!

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Alex> CMO: Aye, Victoria.  You need not worry, I'd rather be here than at that reception anyway ;:smiles::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::grimace at Eltrut::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::checks his chronometer::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
Eltrut: Please finish up here. The reception is starting shortly.

PO_Eltrut says:
CO: Ya' Right Captain Dude... that was a tubular drop.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::grumbles as Rolen enters and speaks way too loudly:: Rolen: Hey, lower the voice.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
ACTION:  The Runabout Petitcodiac has come into sensor range.

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
:: reads over a padd of things she needs to catch up on, cause of being away::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::wondering what the screening process is for station workers::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks at Alex:: Alex: I would rather be anywhere than at the reception.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::gingerly clambering to her feet::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::dressing for the reception.::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::noticing her left hand is swelling::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
<Alex>: CMO: I bet.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::straightens uniform in mirror, leaves quarters heading for TL::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
Alex Grey: I'll let things in your hands, I'm off to get dressed.

PO_Eltrut says:
CO: You want me to call the Doc... there Oh great Captain Dudess ?

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
<Rolen> EO: Don't you have a reception thingee to attend?  ::continues speaking loudly::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
Eltrut: No, I want you to finish up.  Now.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::exits Sickbay and enters the closest turbolift::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::waiting at docking ring::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::straightening her tunic, mostly using her right hand::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
Turbolift: My quarters please.

PO_Eltrut says:
CO: Like I'm waxing as fast as I can... Chill out Captain Dudess.... you jumped in too fast in her ya know

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::claps hands over her ears as she lifts an eyelid to peer at Rolen:: Rolen: Reception?

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
<FCO_Wrngway> COM: Avalon:  This is the runabout Petitcodiac with Vice Admiral Eiluj.  Requesting docking instructions.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::enters TL::  Reception hall.

PO_Eltrut says:
CSO: Whoa !!!  Don't move there dude !!!!

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::finishes brushing her hair and heads out to the reception.::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
<Rolen> ::nods:: EO: uh huh...for the new sector commander.

PO_Eltrut says:
CSO: I just waxed it dude....  so be careful   Aw right Dude ?

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::arrives at her level and walks towards her quarters::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Heads for the hall, wondering who is all going to be there::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::leaving the Reception hall and nodding to Ensign Hawkes on her way out::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::groans:: Rolen: Oh, go... Umm, you wouldn't consider going, would you?  I'm in no shape. ::opens the other eye to look cajolingly at Rolen::

PO_Eltrut says:
::points:: CSO: The Captain dudess chick.... she went like Whoooa... and it was Whooooa.... and then .. .whew.....

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::wonders where Paladine is right now as she enters their quarters::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::checks chronometer::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::looks sideways at the PO::  Self:  Freaky little guy

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::looking out docking ring window::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::walks further into the hall, looks around for the food cart::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
ACTION:  The Runabout docks

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::starts walking down the corridor to the hall::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::going into the galley attached to the reception hall and getting some ice for her hand::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::pulls out her dress uniform from the closet and lays it on the bed::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::heading for the docking port to meet the new Sector Commander::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::pressurizes docking ring::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: walks out of the runabout and looks around ::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
<Rolen> ::shakes his head, laughing at the freakish look on Thomson's face:: EO: Not a chance, Steph.  I prefer staying in the background.  ::puts a hand under Thomson's arm to get her to stand:: You had better get going.  Dress uniforms, I believe.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::struggles to fit into the dress uniform and looks in the mirror::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Sticks her head in the reception hall taken a quick look around::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::walking up to the docking port just as the Admiral steps out::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::growls at self:: Girl: You need to cut out the desserts and extra nip of whiskey

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::runs finger along inside collar of his dress uniform, fit it a little tight::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Sir. I'm Captain Kinsale. I hope you had a good trip.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::groans again as Rolen forces her to her feet:: Rolen: I won't forget this, pal ::walks unsteadily to the exit, still with her hands clasped over her ears::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Admiral: Greetings, Identification please

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::takes a deep breath::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::all business Vulcan::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: sees the CO and nods :: CO:  Yes Captain, I did.  Thank you.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::suppressing a smile as Paladine does his job very thoroughly::

PO_Eltrut says:
<Simons> Kitchen Staff: No... No... you can't mix ingredients like that: jumps up and down in shock::   I mean c'mon.... where'd you learn to cook   On the Klingon Home world ?

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::waits for ID with dour face::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: looks at the CTO and twitches his antenna  and taps the pips on his shoulder :: CTO:  This is my identification Lt.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::finally manages to find her cabin and slowly changes into her dress uniform::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Admiral: That is not good enough, under regulations you are required to pass identification or get back on your ship

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Admiral: And its Commander

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Please sir, we really do observe regulations out here.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::scans Adm for weapons::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks under the bed for her dress shoes/boots::

Chef_Simons says:
Staff: Hurry... hurry... move it up.... shake it   shake it

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CTO:  Really?  :: stares at him with his antenna and his eyes :: Indeed.  :: hands the CTO his ID ::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Admiral: And of course, the Founder test, ::offers med tube::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::offers PADD for the painless::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::leans up against a bulkhead wondering when this gor ram reception is supposed to start.::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CTO: There hasn't been a Founder incident in years.  Are you sure you wish to proceed with this lunacy?

Chef_Simons says:
Cook: No ! No ! No!   You want to serve Red wine with Fish ???  That's like serving Gagh to a Vulcan... like really!

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::drags the left shoe out from under the bed and wipes the bear slobber off the heel::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Admiral: As long as your not hiding anything, objecting rouses my suspicions ::offers PADD::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: We haven't had an airlock accident in years either sir.  It's because of our precautions.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::glances in the mirror, checking to make sure all is in order, and then heads to the reception area::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: is visibly annoyed :: CO:  Very well.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Thank you for understanding sir. It will be over shortly.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::waits, his imposing form blocking entrance to station:: Admiral: Very well you may pass ::Stands aside::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::steps aboard the turbo lift::  Reception hall

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
:: wonders when everyone would arrive so she could go back to work::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::sits on the bed and puts on her shoes, stands and looks again at her image in the mirror and sighs::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: We have a lovely reception awaiting you if you'll come this way sir.  ::gesturing the way to the reception hall::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::thinks a real man would have asked for a Klingon ceremonial knife::

Chef_Simmons says:
Kitchen staff:: Listen People !!!  We better get a move on here !   ::jumps  up and down::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: said under his breath :: Self:  Now I know why Admiral Serok lost her mind.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: nods and follows the CO ::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::squares her shoulders and raises her chin she turns and leaves her quarters::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::wonders if the Andorian stands closer to the Holo TV they will get better reception::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::leans against the walls of the turbolift, waiting for it to deposit her on the correct floor::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::following CO::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::can't remember which level the reception is on::

Chef_Simmons says:
Staff: Now get that food out there people !!!

Host CO_Kinsale says:
CTO: Commander, if you would please go on ahead and be sure that all is ready I'd appreciate it.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
Computer: Which level is the new Sector Commander's reception on?

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::the turbolift stops on the requested deck and Kriss steps out and down the hall to the reception.::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
CO: Would you wish me to abandon my duty as the Admiral's bodyguard?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
CTO: Yes, that will be fine. We're nearly there.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::moves over to a cute young LTjg sitting near the back of the room, sits beside her::  Cute LTlg:  Hey there, you're new here?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::trying to ignore the throbbing in her left hand::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::goes on ahead::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> CSO:  Nope, been here a year now.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Sir, what are your top priorities going to be for this sector?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::continuing along corridor towards reception hall::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTlg: I'm Cooper Hawkes, but my friends call me Coop.  ::holds hand out::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Sitting by herself, taps her foot, and taps her fingers, trying to be patient as she waits::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::decides that the Computer is taking a nap and decides to find the reception on her own::

Chef_Simmons says:
::runs back in forth from the kitchen to the reception hall:: Staff: This is so grody people!!!!   Where did you lean presentation Nausica?

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::enters reception room and claps hands loudly:: All : The Admiral is arriving, places everyone, catering staff place the food

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  Stabilization of the Romulan element, due to this last incident of course.

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::reaches the doors of the reception hall and enters.::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> ::Looks at Coop's hand and goes back to reading from her PADD::  CSO:  Nice to meet you, Ensign Hawkes.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: And do you have an implementation plan for stabilization?

Chef_Simmons says:
CTO: Listen you... I don't tell you where to shoot people... you don't tell me where to put my food !!

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::grabs caterer who is about to sample the food:: Caterer: Not even close, beat it

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
Turbolift: take me to the captain's location.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Chef: Step a little closer and say that, now move

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTlg: ::turns to face forward::  Cute LTjg:  Brrrrrr.  Cold in here.  

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  Well frankly, I'd like to hear your suggestions on that Captain.  That of you and your staff.

Chef_Simmons says:
CTO: You !   Unhand my staff.... before you bruise him.

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Rolls her eyes as she watches the CSO::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
:;exits the turbolift and listens::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: I can bring my senior staff together for a meeting with you later this evening sir.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
Chef: Your "staff was trying to eat the food", you don’t want a bad review do you, now march in line

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::stands outside the reception hall, not quite ready to enter yet::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::gesturing a left turn at the corridor juncture::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> ::glares at Coop::  CSO:  Look, its nothing personal.  I'm sure you're a nice enough guy.  But unless you have commander pips on your tunic, you're wasting my time, and yours.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  That would be splendid Captain.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::hears Paladine shouting::

Chef_Simmons says:
CTO: March ?   I do not march mister smart pants.... I serve ::walks away in a huff::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::folds arms over chest::  Self:  Yeah, ice princess.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::thinks the Chef needs the backhand of justice

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Holds back laughing as she continues to listen is::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Ah, here we are. ::entering the reception hall, slower than last time::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: walks in with the CO ::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::walks down the hallway and sees the Captain and Admiral enter the reception hall::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::holding her left hand behind her back in a calm manner::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::blows ceremonial whistle so everyone comes to attention::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Grins:: CSO: everything alright over there?

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::comes to attention.:

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTjg:  You know I bit my tongue the other day.  ::looks up at Sachs, and nods with a smile::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::notices the way the CO is holding her hand behind her back and the way she holds her shoulder;:

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: antenna twitches and head twitches from one side to the other at the sound of the whistle ::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::follows the CO and Admiral in and immediately comes to attention::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::looks to the XO, and comes to attention::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CTO:  Do not use that instrument again............please.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::stands just outside the hall, waiting to enter::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::pockets whistle::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  As you were

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::relaxes a bit and looks around the hall::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::slip in the door and against the back wall::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::relaxes a bit and takes an empty seat.::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTjg: <whispers>  So...  I didn't get your name.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: looks around for a podium and notices there isn't one ::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> <whispers>  CSO:  That's because I didn't give it to you.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::spies Paladine up front and takes a seat towards the back::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTjg: <whispers>  Fair is fair, I gave you mine.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> <whispers>  CSO:  You want it back?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Sir? Can I get you something?

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::sees the CMO and heads over:: CMO: Mind if I join you? ::looks at the seat near her::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  Well, I'm looking for a podium.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::smiles at the EO:: EO: Of course, please have a seat

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTjg: <whispers>  How about dinner tonight?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: We can have one brought for you. We thought you'd prefer the free-form atmosphere of the reception so we didn't anticipate your needing a podium.  I apologize.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> <whispers>  CSO:  I already ate.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
Steward: Please bring a podium for the Admiral.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Cute LTjg: <whispers>  How about breakfast?  ::smiles::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
<Steward> ::nodding and hustling around the back to bring a podium forward::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:; That is quite alright Captain.  I suppose I can do without one.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks at the EO:: EO: you don't look like you feel very well, is something wrong?

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::waving off the steward::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: As you wish, Admiral.  ::stepping back again::

Chef_Simmons says:
::screams:: Don't you dare bring that podium thing threw my kitchen.... you'll ruin my parfaits !!

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::slips onto the seat:: CMO: Thanks.  I don't think I could've stood much longer.  ::shakes head and then winces:: I'm fine, really, fine.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
<Cute LTjg> ::stands up and pushes the CSO over onto the deck::  CSO:  Would you leave me alone you little creep!!!!  ::runs out of the room::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  If you will just bring your crew to order.  We can get started.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::looks around, and quickly returns to his seat::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
EO: Steph, I have a remedy for your shore leave in Sickbay, come by and visit me later.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::leaning against wall with phaser rifle in hand surveying the crowd through narrow suspicious eyes::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
ALL: Attention.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::nods and winces again:: CMO: Umm, thanks, I'll do that.  ::looks around:: How long do you think this will last?

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::stands::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::stands::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
EO: ::whispers:: to long.

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::groans and stands::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::comes to attention, again.::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::a deferential nod to the VAdm::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
CO:  Thank you Captain.

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Stands quickly::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::looks ahead at the CO and the Admiral::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  As you probably know by now, I am the new sector commander for this station.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  Captain Serok has been reassigned, but on her recommendation...........................

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: nods at the FCO who brought the boxes with him and begins handing them to the Captain ::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::wonders what's in the boxes::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::raises an eyebrow as she watches on::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::closes her eyes, waiting for it to end::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::looks at the box and Schrödinger’s Cat comes to mind::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::taking the boxes awkwardly in her right hand and placing them on a table as the steward hastily clears a place::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks sideways at Thomson and gently jabs her with her elbow::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::sees that everyone is eyeing those boxes.::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::feels the jab and quickly opens her eyes, whispering:: CMO: Thanks.

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  Captain Tycho Kinsale, Commander Kriss Rushing, Commander Paladine Sky, Commander Victoria Slater, Lt Marshall Sachs, Ltjg Step Thomson and Ensign Cooper Hawkes.....step forward please.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::looks from one to the other::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::gulps but slowly steps up::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::eyeing her crew to see that they look like they're in some kind of order and widening her eyes at them to get them to move forward::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::groans under her breath:: Oh, go... ::steps forward::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::wonders if they are about to be demoted::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::slings rifle over shoulder::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Looks around a bit confused, and steps forward::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::wonders what it could be,  stands and steps forward.::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::walks with the EO::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::stands at attention::

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::falls in line with the others near the Vice Admiral.::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::standing at attention still::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  For services above and beyond the call of duty, you have been awarded the Starfleet Medal for Conspicuous Gallantry.

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::big grin waits for his medal::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::suspects the Admiral means Gallantry::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::feels a bubble of intestinal gas trying to get out::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::wish she felt happier;:

XO_Cmdr_Rushing says:
::feels she is not worthy.::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::blinks::

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::wonders how she got a medal, while being away from her post::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::tries not to smile::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::idly wondering what Inconspicuous gallantry would be like::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  On the recommendation of Captain Suvok Serok.

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::raises an eyebrow::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
All:  Now, you are dismissed to enjoy the reception.

Host CO_Kinsale says:
VAdm: Thank you, sir.

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
Self:  Wasn't she an admiral last week?

OPS_Lt_Sachs says:
::Feels a bit unworthy of the medal, but nods anyways::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
:: goes and sits down ::

CMO_Cmdr_Slater says:
::turns and leaves the reception::

CTO_Cmdr_PaladineSky says:
::beams at Victoria and acts heroic::

CSO_Ens_Hawkes says:
::stomach growls loudly::

EO_LtJG_Thomson says:
::slowly heads back to her seat, glad she can relax a bit::

Host CO_Kinsale says:
::wondering if her uniform will fit over her swollen hand when this is all over::

Host VAdm_Sellig_Eiluj says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



